From: Tom Hagopian <
>
Date: Tue, Nov 3, 2015 at 8:55 AM
Subject: Re: thanks, your suggestions actually worked (a first!)
To: Chris Kimball <
>

There are many ways to do this. You can scribble over a PDF using a stylus /now/, without the new iPad, it’s
just less of a “writing on paper” experience (meaning there’s a lag between drawing and seeing it appear on
screen). You don’t need to buy the iPad Pro + Apple Pencil to do it. For scanning, the only thing you’ll want to
make sure you do is running the PDFs through OCR. (This lets you highlight text while annotating, as well as
let you search “inside” the document.)
The second issue, storage, is a more complicated one, as Pinterest-style viewing isn’t something normally done
with PDFs. My first thought is Evernote, but I don’t really think it’d be ideal. (Evernote has things like markup
and OCR built-in, but it’s somewhat tied to the Evernote format and service, which makes me nervous when
you’re talking about 1000+ recipes that you scanned and annotated by hand.)
Yes! I’m coming out to Kendall Sq., I think, two weeks from yesterday?
Tom
http://www.tomthemacguy.com/
http://www.tomthemacguy.com/booking
http://www.facebook.com/tomthemacguy
> On Nov 3, 2015, at 8:43 AM, Christopher Kimball <
> wrote:
>
> I am scanning hundreds of recipes and want to annotate them by hand and then organize/store them in some
Pinterest style program. Is the new iPad the best way to do the annotations and is actually using Pinterest a good
way to organize this stuff? I might have a couple thousand PDFs in a year or so and I want to write on them and
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include notes about where the recipes came from. Thanks.
>
> Also, need to chat with you soon about setting up the new office. We won't be in for a bit but we need a plan.
>
> Thanks.
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